Directions to George Mason University's School of Public Policy – Founder's Hall
Arlington Campus
3351 Fairfax Drive
Arlington, VA 22201

From Metro: Take the Orange line to the Virginia Square/GMU station. Follow the escalator to street level and turn to face Fairfax Drive. Across the street and to the right (past the FDIC) you will see the George Mason University Arlington Campus. The School of Public Policy is located in newly constructed Founders Hall (glass and silver/green exterior) in between the red brick building and the Law School (the white round building on the corner).

Directions from I-66 heading East: Exit I-66 at Glebe Road/Fairfax Drive (Exit #71). The exit ramp turns into Fairfax Drive. After traveling one mile on Fairfax Drive, you will see the George Mason University Arlington Campus on the LEFT. The School of Public Policy is located in newly constructed Founders Hall (glass and silver/green exterior) in between the red brick building and the Law School (the white round building on the corner).

Directions from I-66 (from I-495) heading West: Exit I-66 at Glebe Road/Fairfax Drive (Exit #71). Turn LEFT onto Glebe Road heading toward Ballston. Turn LEFT onto Fairfax Drive, proceed about one mile and you will see the George Mason University Arlington Campus on the LEFT. The School of Public Policy is located in newly constructed Founders Hall (glass and silver/green exterior) in between the red brick building and the Law School (the white round building on the corner).

Directions from I-395: Exit I-395 at Glebe Road North. Continue on Glebe Road, passing Ballston Common Mall on the right. Turn RIGHT onto Fairfax Drive. After one mile you will see the George Mason University Arlington Campus on the LEFT. The School of Public Policy is located in newly constructed Founders Hall (glass and silver/green exterior) in between the red brick building and the Law School (the white round building on the corner).